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0. INTRODUCTION
0.1. Purpose
This document provides a description of test and validation principles used for WP9 use cases 10 and 11.
UC10 “Distributed controls for transmission network” and UC11 “Substation digitalization” have different but
complementary purposes:
UC10 is one of the pillars of RTE so called “optimal development” strategy and provides flexible solutions for the
electric network to accommodate new flows from renewable sources by increasing the capacity of existing lines.
The France’s ten-year network development plan (SDDR) estimates that the use of such solutions can save up to
7 billion euros into network infrastructure during the next ten years by curtailing no more than 0.3% of the total
renewable production. To do so, we are designing and tuning an algorithm and its infrastructure that can
guarantee safety by ensuring that power flows are always kept under the line’s limits while curtailing as few
generation as possible.
UC11 is about pushing the electric substation digitalization one-step further. While most of today’s substation
automation already benefit from an integrated digital infrastructure, protection relays, the fastest and more
critical functions of a substation, are still hosted on individual devices, basically one per line or transformer.
UC11 wants to demonstrate that protection functions hosted on one common virtualization infrastructure for
the whole substation can offer similar performances as individual IEDs, while providing significant economic
gain and bringing flexibility to deploy new protection functions in remote substations.

0.2. Scope
The following document describes the general strategy and the details of test and validation plans applied to
WP9 use cases UC10 and 11.
The first section describes the different steps of the test plan in general terms to lay the basis of a common
language.
Next sections expose for each particular use case:




The strategy for those different steps, adapted to the use case, the context and the partners know-how
and tools;
The detailed test plan, which gives details on how the tests are to be performed and evaluated;
The results of the validation plan applied to the use case.

0.3. Main enhancements from D9.5
The following enhancements are introduced in D9.6:
UC10




More MPC simulations (loss of power line, effect of information loss, dynamic line rating)
Functional, Interfaces, Performances, Operation tests results
Test conclusions

UC11




Distance protection function tests include more complicated faults (parallel line, evolving, crosscountry, …)
The configuration “1x VM + 1x C9” is added to the test panel and the conclusion modified accordingly.
All the other functions described in D9.4 passed Factory Acceptance Tests.
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0.4. Link to other documents/TASKS
ID

Description

D9.1

Use case requirements v1

D9.2

Use case requirements v2

D9.3

Use case development v1

D9.4

Use case development v2

D9.5

Use cases test and validation v1

D4.6

Specifications of the test & integration platform v1
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0.5. Definitions, acronyms, and abbreviations
Acronym /
abbreviation

Description

ANSSI

Agence Nationale de la Sécurité des Systèmes d’Information (National Agency for
Security of Information Systems)

DLR

Dynamic Line Rating

DSO

Distribution System Operator

GTAO

RTDS Analog Output interface

GTNET

RTDS Ethernet interface

HV

High Voltage (HVB over 50 kV / HVA 50-1kV – French classification)

IDE

Integrated development environment

IEC

International Electro technical Commission

IED

Intelligent Electronic Device = digital protection relay

IP

Internet Protocol

IST

Intensité de Surcharge Temporaire (Temporary Overload Intensity)

LL

Line to Line fault

LLLG

Triple Line to Ground fault

MPC

Model Predicitive Control

MU

Merging Unit

NAZA

New Adaptive Zonal Automaton

POC

Proof Of Concept

RTDS

Real-Time Digital Simulator

RTU

Remote Transmission Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SDEC

Software Defined Edge Control

SDSL

Symmetric Digital Subscriber Link

SLG fault

Single Line to Ground fault

STMB

Smart Terminal Block

SV

Sample Values

TSO

Transmission System Operator

UC

Use Case

VM

Virtual Machine

VT

Voltage Transformer

WAN

Wide Area Network
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1. TEST AND VALIDATION GENERAL DEFINITIONS
Test and validation naming and contents can vary significantly from one domain to another and between
partners. Hence, we define in this section general test and validation steps that can be accommodated to each
use case but provide a common ground to facilitate understanding across the CPS4EU project.

1.1. Requirements validation
Requirement validation consists in checking the consistency of your requirements with a specific method or tool.
It is not strictly speaking part of the test plan but it allows an early detection of problems, at conception stage.

1.2. Unit tests
Software unit tests are typically automated tests written and run by developers to validate that each unit of the
software performs as designed. A unit is the smallest testable part of any software, e.g. a function, a procedure
or a method depending on programming style. There is generally no bug report associated to these tests as
problems are fixed as they are found.
In this document we will only detail the methods and tools used for unit testing, not the associated results.

1.3. Integration tests
Integration tests seeks to verify the interfaces between units or components, should they be software or
hardware and test them as a group. They can also be performed to check the interfaces / exchanges between to
independent systems.
As well as methods and tools, results for tests performed between important parts of the overall system (e.g.
two hardware component or two stand-alone software codes from different provider) should be provided in this
document.

1.4. System validation
System validation tests a completely integrated system to verify that the system meets its specified
requirements, with a black box approach in a production-like environment. Tests cases are usually derived from
the requirements.
This document includes in its final version a comprehensive overview of system validation test plan and report
(full test report can be provided as an annex as it may be of substantial size).

1.5. Acceptance tests
Acceptance tests evaluate the system’s compliance with the business requirements and assess whether it is
acceptable for delivery. Acceptance criteria are defined to enable the user, customers or other authorized entity
to determine whether to accept the system. Their designation may differ depending on the industry, the domain
or the context (Factory acceptance Tests, beta test …).
This document includes full description of acceptance tests plan and report if applicable.

1.6. On site validation
Some systems also include a site validation period, during which the system operates in real condition or in
parallel run with the existing system.
When needed, this phase is described in a dedicated document (e.g. D9.7 for UC 10) or in the final version of this
deliverable.
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2. TEST AND VALIDATION PLAN FOR USE CASE 10
2.1. Background of use case 10
Renewable Energies, and especially Distributed Energy Resources (DER), are increasingly important in electricity
generation, especially wind and solar power, and pivotal for the energetic transition. From a system operation
point of view, they differ in many points from classical power stations:




They are often connected to lower voltage networks, at distribution level, not designed to
accommodate generation.
They have very variable outputs, depending on meteorological factors (for example, wind farms
produce on average 25% of their peak power).
Their average unitary power is lower than classic power stations, so system operators will interact with
significantly higher number of actors.

An electrical network is dimensioned to manage the peak current, so DER could lead transmission operators to
build power lines used only a fraction of the time. A more optimal alternative is to manage the flow using new
possibilities offered by batteries, power electronics and cyber-physical systems to operate the grid closer to its
limits: less physical, more cyber.
The time-to-action is too fast for a human operator (dozens of seconds max) and the complexity of the
optimization is beyond its grasp. That is the reason why we need to install distributed controls, called New Area
Zonal Automaton systems (NAZA), to handle this task.
By monitoring the network and simulating the flows, the NAZA system will ensure the safe operation of the
network (in nominal or n-1 situations) by sending:




topological orders to the network circuit breakers,
modulation orders to the generators such as wind or photovoltaic farms,
set points to the storage batteries.

More information on the background can be found in D9.2.

2.2. Strategy for test and validation
High level view of the strategy
General test philosophy
The NAZA system aims at taking the best actions to keep the current load flowing in the power lines under the
physical limits, while allowing the maximum electricity generation from renewable sources (full description in
D9.2). Other systems or operators may take actions that are more radical if NAZA is not sufficient. Consequently,
the system must above all avoid unwanted operation, as it would result in lost generation.
On the other hand, NAZA reliability should be high enough for operators to trust it and use it as an “automatic
pilot” for load flows on HV grid.
Therefore, the test plan puts emphasis on dependability, especially concerning the use of new Model Predicitive
Control algorithm and the integration of NAZA in a complex cyber-physical environment with multiples sources
of malfunction (sensors, communication links …).
The test plan also integrates all usual methods in use at RTE, from software quality to on-site validation
procedures.
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Overall strategy
The test plan puts emphasis on several domains.





Units test are systematic and automatic at every build, before handling the system to the IT test team,
because problems are far easier to tackle at this stage than when discovered later on 1.
Simulations on the MPC are important to understand and build confidence in this new algorithm. We
choose to perform tests on the algorithm itself rather than on the whole system. If so, the grid simulator
can be off-line, a simpler test platform is required and multiple tests scenario are easier to generate.
Functionalities are tested at system test level more than at acceptance stage since final users have
limited amount of time for this activity.

Cyber-security is handled at conception level by using hardened operating system validated by ANSSI and
architecture rules of critical systems. At implementation stage, quality tests are dedicated to security issues
(DevSecOps). Thus, there are no systematic penetration tests.
External interfaces tests are important because as many different protocols are used, data configuration errors
are likely to occur.
As maintenance teams different from the IT team in charge of the project perform installation of software, the
install testing is important to check that the package and associated procedures are correct.
On-site validation tests are mandatory and common to all grid control systems. They are described in the
Transmission System Operation Code.
We have the ambition to perform extensive stress tests, especially involving the interaction of problems in the
communication network and the electricity grid. To do so, we are working on a real time co-simulation platform
that interconnects a grid simulator, a communication simulator and the system on test.
On the other hand, HMI tests are minimal as NAZA in mainly an automatic system and HMI can be easily corrected
due to its conception.
The detailed strategy is shown in Table 1- Test strategy.

Planning and resources
Unit and integration tests are part of the development effort.
System and interfaces test requires six person.month, with exception of stress test that may need additional
resources when the platform will be available.
A new minor version is to be released every four months on average.

Risk coverage
When problems are revealed by tests, a criticality analysis is performed. If it is discovered early in the test cycle
and easily fixable, it will be included in the version.
If not, when the problem is not critical to NAZA mission (e.g. HMI), the issue is added to the next version backlog.
If the problem is critical, the version delivery is delayed to allow the fix and its test.

1

Even if this project does not involve continuous deployment, it uses all the continuous integration methods and tools
associated to DevOps (see Tools section).
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Test type

Responsible

Coverage

Comment

Product owner

Experimental

Collaboration with CEA

Unit

Development team

Full

Automatic / Tools description only

Integration / internal
interfaces

Development team

Full

Integration / external
interfaces

IT team

Extensive

R&D team

Extensive

Can be considered as Unit tests of
the algorithm

System / Regression

IT team

Minimal

Main functions from past releases

System / Functional

Product owner

Extensive

System / Security

IT team

Minimal

System / Install

IT team

Extensive

System / Operation

IT team

Extensive

Including alarms

System / Performances

IT team

Minimal

Requirements easily met

System / Stress

IT team

Minimal

Tools to be improved

System / Load

IT team

No coverage

No issue identified

System / Recovery

IT team

Minimal

System / Endurance

IT team

No coverage

Product owner / Final
users

Extensive

Maintenance team

Full

Requirement validation

Algorithm

Acceptance
Validation / On site

Automatic / Tools description only

Treated at conception and
integration stages

No risk identified

HMI + use case

Table 1- Test strategy
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Tools
Requirements validation tool
An innovative validation approach has been used to enhance the requirements of the NAZA use case. This work
will be detailed in D4.6 “Specifications of the test & integration platform v1”.
It is based on Maât Requirement Efficiency (MRE) from CEA. It performs a semi-automatic analysis of
requirements written in structured natural language (i.e. using a specific grammar).
After building a glossary (possible triggers, system responses, system names, timing constraints), the tool
provides a graphical view of the requirements that helps to detect inconsistencies or missing branches (Figure
1).

Figure 1 - MRE view example
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Unit tests
Figure 2 shows the process for unit tests from coding to delivery of a functional Docker container.

Figure 2 - Unit test overview

The IDE IntelliJ (Java – Springboot) is used to implement unit tests link to every function and classes. Test are
launched manually by the developer when coding.
Every time a new build is launched, Jenkins automatically performs all unit tests. Then, before every delivery,
SonarQube runs a code quality and code security analysis. If major problems appear, delivery is canceled to fix
them. If only minor bugs are detected, they are added to the backlog to be corrected in the next delivery (Figure
3)

Figure 3 - Automatic test and quality check during build process
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Algorithm simulation
The main NAZA algorithm is based on an optimization component using a solver and a Model Predictive Control
approach. This component is developed by RTE R&D in collaboration with CentraleSupelec as an independent
part of NAZA software called through a well-defined interface.
As this control component needs a feedback-loop to perform correctly (it has to see the effect of its orders on
the electrical network to elaborate the next orders), it has to be interfaced with a grid simulator to be tested.
We use the Dynaωo open source suite of simulation tools for power systems, originally developed by RTE. It uses
an image of the electric grid in the areas on which we want to perform the tests.

Integration and system tests
The requirements are described and managed in the CONFLUENCE tool, allowing the share of information
between all actors of the project, such as extensive description of the features.
CONFLUENCE is a team workspace with dynamic pages to organize and share work, so every team member has
access to the information they need. Members of the team can ask questions or make remarks that are directly
integrated into the requirements.
CONFLUENCE is strongly integrated with JIRA that we use for test and issues tracking. The Xray Test Management
plug-in allows to organize tests in test plans and to follow their progress (example Figure 4).
Draft in progress

To be approved

Figure 4 - Test conception follow-up in KANBAN style
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To emulate TASE2 or 60780-5-104 gateway, RTE use EMP (Figure 5) to send individual values for measurements
or discrete values based on real gateway configuration. This tool is easy to use but limited as it can only send one
set of values and as no dynamic scripting function.

Figure 5 - EMP gateway emulator

RTE use another “homemade” telecontrol simulator, VERDON (Figure 6), to emulate the information from
sensors and to actuators (precisely, it emulate as set of substation’s RTU). It sends pre-defined messages
according to user-defined scenarios (for example pre-defined responses to specific orders).

Figure 6 - VERDON results HMI

VERDON does not emulate the reaction of the grid. Hence, it allows performing system (performance, simple
functions) or interface tests, but it does not allow sophisticated functional tests or stress tests involving
interaction with communication network or electric grid.
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Thus, the interactions between communications, the electric grid and its closed-loop controls, characteristic of
Cyber-Physical Systems, highlight the need for more advanced test tools.
RTE studies the feasibility of a combined use of the power grid simulator real-time Hypersim, associated to an
Open Source IP network emulator such as NS3 Omnet++ (choice has not been done for the moment) as showed
on Figure 7.

Figure 7- Co-simulation platform sketch

This is an on-going project and no target has been defined yet for an implementation of this platform. WP5 can
bring some insights on co-simulation standards and tools for this project.
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2.3. Tests definitions
These tests intend to validate the requirements at different stages of the implementation and prototyping
processes.
The mapping between the different tests and the requirements from D9.2 is presented below in Table 2, Table
3, Table 4 and Table 5.
The detailed test definitions can be found in annex 5.1 (reference in the tables below).

Note: Requirement validation using MRE CEA tool from WP4 described in 2.2.2 is not strictly speaking a test but
was used to upgrade the requirements.

Functional requirements
Test

Comment

Reference

Unit – MPC algorithm

Simulations on the algorithm code

5.1.1

System / Functional – Current processing

Real system under test

5.1.9

System / Functional – Voltage processing

-

5.1.10

System / Functional – Constraint threshold overreach

-

5.1.11

System / Functional – Dynamic line rating

-

5.1.12

System / Functional – Consistency check between line ends -

5.1.13

System / Functional – Alarm severity

-

5.1.14

System / Functional – Alarm life cycle

-

5.1.15

Table 2 - Functional tests

Interfaces requirements
Test
External interfaces – P, Q, U values acquisition

External interfaces - DJ, SS, SA, AUT discrete
state acquisition

Comment

reference

More protocols (i.e. IEC 61850 will be added)
will be tested

5.1.7

-

5.1.8

Table 3 - Interface tests
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Performances
Test

Comment

reference

System / Performances

Partial coverage

5.1.17

System / Stress

Need for a co-simulation platform

5.1.18

System / Recovery

5.1.19

System / Endurance

Minimal test to be confirmed by demo

5.1.20

Table 4 - Performance tests

Operation
Test

Comment

reference

System / Operation - Alarms configuration

5.1.16

System / Install – Server NAZA Core

5.1.2

System / Install – Server NAZA Core configuration

5.1.3

System / Install – NAZA client

5.1.4

System / Install – Gateway TASE2 / OPC-UA

Other gateways will be added

System / Install – TASE2 configuration

5.1.5
5.1.6

Table 5 - Operation tests

Design requirements are hardware requirements, so they are not tested but the equipment that supports NAZA
meet those requirements.
Security, safety, compliance to policies and ethical requirements are not tested per se but are integrated in the
design of the system.
Acceptance tests (5.1.21) covers usability requirements but also high-level functional one, from a final user point
of view.
On site-validation (5.1.22) validates the installation from the maintenance team point of view, as well as the
interfaces between the system and RTE telecontrol system and external partners systems (Distribution system
operator, producers).
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2.4. Test and validation results

Requirement validation with MRE
The initial requirements as stated in D9.1 were analyzed by the CEA team with the Maât Requirement Efficiency
(MRE) and the associated method. This works was performed in the CPS4EU WP4.

It lead to several modifications of the functional requirements, such as:


Adoption of a specific grammar to facilitate the use of MRE,



More precision for the naming of the components (calculator and middleware were replaced by NAZA
Cores and NAZA Acquisition),



Introduction of supervisor component to define different working modes,



Suppression of the consensus notion as it is only a mean to achieve some functional requirements,



Precise definition of the timing and time-outs of the different actions.

Figure 8 - MRE graphical restitution

Figure 8 - MRE graphical restitution gives an overview of the graphical analysis performs with MRE, which will be
described in more details in D4.6.

All those improvements were incorporated in the D9.2 version of the NAZA requirements.
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Unit Test – MPC algorithm simulations
Detailed results are available in annex 5.2.1.

The simulation results leads to the following assertions:















MPC is robust for the first NAZA areas with several aggressive profiles for generation (simulations 5, 6, 8
and 10). Indeed, the photovoltaic and the three wind generation profiles have been selected as very
constraining because of their dynamics. Simulations have been performed on the three first NAZA areas
(Melle, Vingeanne, Ventavon).
Fast and slow margins are needed for levers. They are interdependent and must be tuned together.
The test showed that different margins were needed for fast (batteries) and slow (wind farm) levers.
Simulations also show that modification of one margin have an effect on the other margins (simulations 1,
2, 3 and 7).
Dynamic margins are a must-have, especially with PV. Indeed, without dynamic margins (based on the
measured rate of variation of production), margins associated to highly volatile generation such as
photovoltaic would be very high hence lead to a great amount of curtailed generation (simulation 9).
Command using modulation can lead to significant gain in remaining (non-curtailed) generation (50% in our
simulation 4).
Data acquisition rate (10s/1s) have no critical effect on margins, but enhanced acquisition rate reduces the
risk of long period of invalid measurements (simulations 10 and 11). That can lead to longer delays to identify
a constraint and reduce the efficiency of dynamic margins because of a reduced record of upward variation.
Topological actions from the operator are handled by the algorithm, which means that the MPC modifies
correctly its parameters when the area electric topology changes (simulation 12).
The algorithm uses topological levers in a similar way to what an experienced operator would. This is a proof
of correct operation of the algorithm and brings confidence for operator’s acceptance (simulation 13).
Severe faults outside the area do not disturb the algorithm (simulations 14&15).
The algorithm state estimator can handle loss of some measurements, but that may lead to reduced
performances (simulation 15).
The use of a Dynamic Line Rating equipment, which provides in real time the actual overload value for a line
(based on temperature and position), as opposed to the classical fixed value, provides significant gain
(simulation 16).

We are currently working on the simulator ability to import automatically the data from existing grid situations
and to perform automatic multiple simulations with various generation profiles and grid faults.
The evolution of the MPC from WP9 research with CentraleSupelec, such as the auto-calibration of the MPC
parameters, like margins, and the coordination of adjacent areas should also be incorporated in the simulations.
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Other test results
The “RTE-Id” NAZA-XXXX is the reference for the test in RTE’s JIRA database. These tests are performed by the IT
team before allowing going on field operation.

Test

D9.6 Id

RTE Id

Result

System / Functional – Current
processing

5.1.9

NAZA-35
NAZA-66

Passed

System / Functional – Voltage
processing

5.1.10

NAZA-36

Passed

System / Functional – Constraint
threshold overreach
5.1.11

System / Functional – Dynamic
line rating

5.1.12

NAZA-19
NAZA-65
NAZA-69
NAZA-26
NAZA-27
NAZA-46
NAZA-43
NAZA-60
NAZA-56
NAZA-71
NAZA-70
NAZA-51

Passed

System / Functional – Alarm
severity

5.1.14

NAZA-8
NAZA-64

Passed

System / Functional – Alarm life
cycle

5.1.15

5.1.7

External interfaces - DJ, SS, SA,
AUT discrete state acquisition
5.1.8

System / Performances
System / Stress

5.1.17

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed

Not integrated into JIRA

5.1.18

NAZA-52

Passed

inconsistency between order
and lever state

5.1.19

-

Non
applicable

Will be performed on a next
version that includes full
redundancy.

System / Recovery
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Current display

Passed

5.1.13

External interfaces – P, Q, U
values acquisition

Current processing

Passed

System / Functional –
Consistency check between line
ends

NAZA-28
NAZA-3
NAZA-25
NAZA-10
NAZA-31
NAZA-30
NAZA-15
NAZA-34
NAZA-45
NAZA-47
NAZA-14
NAZA-23
NAZA-32
NAZA-33
22/10 & 26/11
field tests

Comment
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System / Endurance

5.1.20

-

See field
validation

5.1.16

NAZA-11
NAZA-7

Passed

5.1.2

NAZA-39
NAZA-37
NAZA-38
NAZA-42

Passed

System / Install – Server NAZA
Core configuration

5.1.3

NAZA-42

Passed

System / Install – NAZA client

5.1.4

NAZA-40

Passed

System / Install – Gateway TASE2
/ OPC-UA

5.1.5

NAZA-41

Passed

System / Install – TASE2
configuration

5.1.6

NAZA-62

Passed

System / Operation - Alarms
configuration

System / Install – Server NAZA
Core

Will be validated during field
operation

All tests were successful. The go-live for field operation in Jalancourt is therefore authorized since 26 of
November 2021.
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2.5. UC10 validation conclusions
The test plan coverage is sufficient to guarantee that if results are positive the on-site demo can be performed
in real operation conditions.

The simulations on the MPC show a level of performance adequate for demonstration in the field. They brought
confidence to operator in that new algorithm as no overload occurred during the simulations.
They also helped to tune the model and define interesting new concepts such as dynamic margins. This works
allows setting slow margins to 16% instead of 20% in static mode, which roughly means 4% more power in the
power line; and even 10% instead of 20% in dynamic margins mode, which translates to 10% more power most
of the time, with the same level safety.
The simulations shows that several improvements can lessen how much energy the NAZA system will have to
curtail to ensure the grid safe operation. The use of modulation to curtail generation instead of on/off commands
can provide up to 50% improvement. Dynamic line rating can also bring significant gains (here 30%).
The robustness of the algorithm has also been confirmed with severe faults inside and outside the area, as well
as with missing measurements.

All tests on the system have been successfully passed, excepted recovery and endurance. The endurance will be
monitored during field operation. Recovery test will be performed on a next version when full redundancy is
implemented.

The system including the MPC algorithm is in supervised operation in the Jalancourt area since the 26/11/21.
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3. TEST AND VALIDATION PLAN FOR USE CASE 11
3.1. Background of use case 11
A Proof of Concept (POC) project is currently ongoing at Schneider Electric, based on virtualization technology.
This innovative approach, named Software Defined Edge Control (SDEC), consists in replacing the classical
protection relays, Intelligent Electronic Devices (i.e. IEDs such as P44x) and automation (i.e. IED such as C264) by
a new distributed solution, where all these functions are virtualized on two servers (for redundancy) for the
whole substation.
This minimizes the complexity of the field equipment of an electrical substation, and relocate the treatments
(“the intelligence”) in servers at the Edge level (substation) instead of being spread through the different feeders.
Typically, in a 8 feeders substation, the number of equipment could fall from at least 12 IED (8x1 P444 for
protection and 4x1 C264 for automation) to 2 servers.
More information on the background can be found in D9.2.

Classical solution based on Micom IEDs
and
C264 controllers
(at least one IED per HV circuit breaker)

SDEC solution
(reduced field equipment, intelligence at EDGE level)

Micom P44x
protection relay

Micom C264
bay
controller

Micom P44x
protection relay

RTE is in partnership with Schneider Electric in the scope of this virtualization project. Both partners want to
evaluate the benefits and the limits of this new technology.

This section describes the preliminary Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) tests performed in the scope of the
SDEC POC RTE project.
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3.2. Strategy for test and validation
High level view of the strategy
As the purpose of the project is to demonstrate that the SDEC architecture is at least equivalent to the traditional
IED based architecture, the tests focus on performance (Table 6 - SDEC preliminary test strategy).

The unit test are not described here. At this preliminary stage, we focus on the most critical function, distance
protection, and its performances.

Test type

Responsible

Coverage

Comment

Unit – Factory acceptance

SEF

Full

System / Functional

SEF

Extensive

Focus on distance protection functions

System / Performances

SEF

Extensive

Operation time for distance protection function

Table 6 - SDEC preliminary test strategy
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Tools
The RTDS (from RTDS technologies) system models electric network response, simulates tension and current
injections and monitors the systems outputs.
This Hardware In the Loop test bench is commonly used by Schneider to test its protection relays. RTE uses
another system, Hypersim (from OPAL-RT another Canadian company), which as the same capabilities and is
used in UC10 (see 2.2.2). More details on RTDS for protection testing are available in “Designing and Testing
Protective Overcurrent Relay using Real Time Digital Simulation” (Kankanala, Padmavathy & Saran, Ankush &
Schulz, Noel & Srivastava, Anurag - 2008).

Three different protections configurations (Figure 9) are used for the tests:
 IED1: Virtual Machine, SV from RTDS, Trip via goose and SMTB;
 IED2 : P444, Conventional protection with CT/VT inputs and digital outputs;
 IED3: Virtual Machine, SV from Vizimax, Trip via goose and SMTB.

Figure 9 - IEDs under test

This set-up allows testing four different functional chains (Figure 10 - RTDS test chains):





The conventional P444 E2 distance protection with analog inputs and outputs,
The virtual machine (VM) with the same distance protection algorithm using a merging unit (MU
Vizimax) for digital IEC 61850 inputs and analog outputs (SMTB),
The same VM with direct digital inputs and analog inputs,
The same VM with a direct digital inputs and outputs.
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RTDS

RTDS
Conventional

Currents & Voltages

Output Relays

Protection P444 E2

U/I

GTAO
Current & Voltage
Amplifiers

Merging Unit

SV

VM P444

Gooses
SMTB

Vizimax

Samples

GTNET
IEC 61850 SV

Gooses

SV

SMTB

Output Relays

Output Relays

VM P444

Goose

Figure 10 - RTDS test chains

These different chains enable us to estimate the operating times (Figure 11) of the different elements: P444
alone, VM alone, VM with analog inputs and outputs, VM with analog inputs, merging unit (Vizimax), analog
outputs board (STMB).

Figure 11 - Estimated operating times

The test of the same functions in a SDEC approach vs the classical implementation of these functions on a C9
controller is also performed to discriminate the influence of the virtualization platform.
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3.3. Test and validation definition
Summary
The Table 7 - SDEC preliminary test list below shows the tests that are performed according to the test strategy
and the annex with their full description.
Title

Annex

Factory acceptance basic tests WA45 / FAT / 1.01 to WA45 / FAT 4.162

5.3.1

Factory acceptance cabinet tests WA45 / FAT / Armoire 1.1 to 1.5

5.3.2

Distance protection function

5.3.5

Distance protection operation time

5.3.6
Table 7 - SDEC preliminary test list

An overview of distance protection basic principles is available in annex 5.3.4.
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3.4. Tests results

Distance protection tests
The following configurations were under test:




P444 conventional version E2 (conventional IED – reference)
VM with Sample Values (SV) from RTDS (virtualized protection with direct digital input from RTDS
simulator)
VM with SV from Vizimax (virtualized protection with a analogic/numeric converter)

The three configurations under test have the same correct behavior with all type of fault.

Distance protection operation time
Four virtualized configurations were under test:





2x VMs and 1x SMTB IEC61850 converter
2x VMs and 2x SMTB IEC61850 converters
Only 1x VM and 1x SMTB IEC61850 converter
Only 1x VM + 1x C9 SMTB IEC61850 converter

They have the same performance (+/1 ms which is negligible), which proves that even under degraded
configuration (loss of 1 VM and 1 converter), the operating time stays the same.
The comparison between VM and C9 shows that the VM hypervisor does not have any impact on the operating
time.

For the most common type of fault, i.e. line to ground in the middle of the line (LLG 50%), the traditional device
has a 23ms mean operation time when the full virtualized configuration displays a mean 33ms, 10ms slower,
but under the 40ms requirement.
This 10ms difference can be split-up between the different components:




Merging unit Vizimax (conversion from analog currents to digital IEC61850 signal): 1 ms
Virtualization of the protection function: 3 ms
SMTB (conversion from digital IEC61850 signal to analog command to circuit breaker): 6ms

More than half the delay is due to the command of the analog circuit breaker. Until today, most of the circuit
breakers installed in RTE substations have an analog command. But the new ones, like tested in RTE
demonstrator in Blocaux2, have a native digital command so all protections will need a digital output. As the
circuit breaker has an operating time range from 40 ms (440 and 225kV) to 80 ms (90-63 kV), this delay is not
prohibitive compared to the advantages of digital circuit breakers, such auto-check that prevents malfunction
from command circuit.
It’s also important to note that these figures don’t change with different type of faults and the operating times
are stable.

2

See T. Buhagiar, J. Cayuela, A. Procopiou and S. Richards, "Poste intelligent — The next generation smart substation for the
French power grid," 13th International Conference on Development in Power System Protection 2016 (DPSP), Edinburgh,
2016, pp. 1-4, doi: 10.1049/cp.2016.0007.
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Other functions
The other functions, as described in D9.4, were successfully tested with the 2x VMs and 1x SMTB IEC61850
converter configuration, according to the Factory Acceptance Tests.
The results are listed in 5.4.3 with correspondence between functions described in D9.4 and tests described in
FAT 5.3.3.
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3.5. Tests conclusion
The tests performed on the SDEC architecture, especially the protection distance function, show that its
performances meet the requirements in terms of efficiency (all defaults are correctly handled) and operating
time (33ms versus 40ms max).

Still, the operating time is a 10 ms higher the traditional solution, which is not a problem for the 90-63kV
substations that represent 75% of RTE’s 3000 substations and that are the target of this project. 225 and 400 kV
substations are more demanding; more investigation is needed to check if the time lost for digital command is
compensated by a quicker operation of the digital circuit breaker.
It is important to underline that full digitalization can lead to slower operation, mostly because of signal
conversion and processing but offers other interesting benefits for protection feature, especially auto-check
capability. As protection and circuit breakers are not actioned very often (sometimes less than once a year) but
are crucial for safety of persons and goods, this ability to detect a potential failure is a huge advantage other
analog devices.

From this perspective, at least for 90-63kV substations, the different advantages of the virtualized solution
outweigh the slight delay increase:




Economic – the solution decreases by at least a x4 factor the number of equipment in the substation
(depending on the substation size and configuration);
Technical – the solution enables the use of digital IEC 61850 high voltage equipment, with functions that
greatly increase their reliability (auto-check, increased monitoring, …);
Operational – the hardware maintenance is easier as there is less equipment and they are all the same
(server) when traditional IED are specific to their function. Remote operation capacity is also enhanced
as off-the-selves servers enable the use of common IT tools when IED rely on dedicated software.

The live test on site of SDEC architecture can be planned to prove the concept at scale.
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4. CONCLUSION
The use cases 10 and 11 both relies on standard hardware (x86 servers) so the validation is focused the software
and its integration.

Most of the tools used in the validation pre-exist the CPS4EU project as they are specific to electric grids like
commercial hardware-in-the-loop simulators RTDS and HyperSim or homemade VERDON telecontrol emulator.
Still, tools from CPS4EU have been used, like Maât MRE, and others are considered for the next steps, especially
for the co-simulation platform.

Even if the two use cases follow different purposes, they are natural complements. Indeed, the virtualization
infrastructure from UC11 can be used to implement the decentralized calculators of the UC10. The other way
round, the collaborative and self-adaptive mechanisms from WP4 implemented in UC10 can be extended to
UC11. From a broader perspective, the virtualization infrastructure from UC11 can support critical applications
with real-time (operating times around 10ms) but no mobility requirements.

The results confirm the expected gains for both use cases:




The UC10 MPC algorithm enables to stay in the power line safety limits by curtailing generation with
only 16% static margins. The adoption of dynamic margins brings it down to 10%, which saves up to 50%
of renewable production. Adding a modulation signal instead of on/off commands can add another 50%
gain. The validation tests prove the correct integration of this algorithm into the software and hardware
infrastructure and allow RTE to move to the field validation, which will be described in D9.7 “Use case
installation and testing”.
Performances of the UC11 virtualized infrastructure meet the requirements even if it is 10ms slower
than the traditional solution (that an overall 23ms operating time) which has not the digital outputs
needed for the new high voltage devices. The use of a common virtualized infrastructure and its
hypervisor is equivalent to a dedicated server for the virtual machine. This performance trade-off
enables to unlock significant costs cuts with at least four times less equipment and with standard
monitoring software.
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5. ANNEXES

5.1. UC10 Tests definition

Test Unit – MPC algorithm
Test type: Unit test – R&D
Deliverable: Internal document in French « Simulations de l’algorithme MPC pour la gestion des congestions au
sein des automates NAZA » (Simulations of the MPC algorithm for congestion management in NAZA automata)
is summarized in this section for CPS4EU. It will be updated in the next deliverables with new simulations.
Description:
The test are performed in an R&D environment, by interfacing the MPC code (in AMPL, an optimization orientedlanguage), with an electric grid simulator, Dynawo (Open source project from RTE).
Those tests have several goals:




Study and explore the behavior of the MPC algorithm under different grid conditions and with different
parameters,
Tune some parameters, such as margins associated to levers, for the field demo,
Validate that the results from the MPC follow the safety rules of grid operation.

Data sets:
The electric grid description of several typical areas where NAZA automata should
be installed, including the demonstration area, are selected (Figure 12 - NAZA test
areas):




Melle-Longchamp (1),
Vingeanne-Jalancourt (2),
Ventavon (3).

Figure 12 - NAZA test areas

For the generation, a year of real data from 2018 from several wind farms and photovoltaic farms have been
processed to extract series with significant upward variations and generation levels superior to 50% of maximal
outputs, as those situations can lead to overloads. They are representative of the dynamics for wind and
photovoltaic generation in France.
We extracted several generation profiles (3 for wind farms -Figure 13 – Generation profile Wind1 (2h), Figure 14
– Generation profile Wind2 (12h), Figure 15 – Generation profile Wind3 (12h), -, 1 for PV - Figure 16 - Generation
profile PV (2h)) that can be applied to other generators as a percent of the maximum generation.
Theses profiles are used in the 2020-2021 simulations performed for the CPS4EU project.
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Figure 13 – Generation profile Wind1 (2h)

Figure 14 – Generation profile Wind2 (12h)
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Figure 15 – Generation profile Wind3 (12h)

Figure 16 - Generation profile PV (2h)
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Batteries are also included in test scenarios with different characteristics from the RINGO project.
Simulations are performed with on/off commands as well as modulation of generation limits.
Influence of data acquisition rates (1s vs 10s) are also evaluated.
Different margins values are tested in combination with the different levers (batteries, wind farms, PV).

Acceptance criteria
The global acceptance criteria in the simulations is that the current in each power line stays under the maximum
specified value. A secondary criteria is that the curtailed generation is as low as possible, meaning that if some
algorithm tunings all respect maximum current criteria, they will be rated according to the remaining generation
in the area after curtailment.
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Test System / Install – Server NAZA Core
Test type: System / Install
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test consists of validating the correct installation of the NAZA Core server according to the guide NT.SI.DSITDPOSE-OSCAR-19-00081:




the installation of the back-end,
the installation of the front-end,
NTP synchronization.

Data sets: No data required
Acceptance criteria:
Check the installed version for the back-end:
In the terminal, type the following command: ls -l /home/alz
 (expected result) The ALZ_back_version link points to the correct version of the jar file (in snapshot below, it
is 1.2.0 version but it should be the version under test).

Check the service status:
In the terminal, type the following command: systemctl status alz-appli-back.service
 The alz-appli-back service is "running".

Check the version installed for the front-end.
In the terminal, type the following command: ls -l in /var/www/html/naza-front
 The ALZ_front_version link points to the correct version of the jar file.

Check nginx service status.
In the terminal, type the following command: systemctl status nginx.
 The nginx service is "running".
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Checking the synchronization status with the NTP server.
In the terminal, type the following command: ntpstat.
 The ALZ is synchronized in NTP.

Test System / Install – Server NAZA Core configuration
Test type: System / Install
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the existence and conformity of the configuration files on the NAZA Core server.
Data sets: No data required
Acceptance criteria:
Log on the NAZA Core service and type: ls -l /home/a
Check the existence of a general configuration file for the application. lz/conf.
 The file naza.properties exists in the ~/conf directory.
Check the existence of the application's configuration files.
In the terminal, type the following command: ls -l /home/alz/data.
 The configuration files exist on the ALZ server in the: ~/data directory.
 alarmsConguration.xml
 algorithmConfiguration.xml
 soundServersConfiguration.xml
 remoteDataMapping.xml
 gatewayConfiguration.xml
 zone_xxxx.iidm with xxxx the zone concerned by the ALZ (ex: zone_melle.iidm)
Check the existence of a network configuration file.
In the terminal, type the following command: ls -l /etc.
 The hosts file exists in the directory etc
Check the integrity of the /etc/hosts file
Type more /etc/hosts
 All the equipment interfaced to the ALZ are shown and their IP addresses are correct (AxS4 A; AxS4 B; CDS 1;
CDS 2; ALZ; GATEWAY).
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Test System / Install – NAZA client
Test type: System / Install
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
The objective is to check the correct installation of the NAZA client (network configuration, HMI visible from the
dedicated url, version of the back and front on the HMI).
Data sets: No data required
Acceptance criteria:
Check the network configuration.
Open the file C:\windows system32\drivers and so on.
 The IP addresses with the names of the corresponding ALZs are properly configured.

Check the back and front versions in the GUI, menu "version".
 The version corresponds to the target version
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Type the following command in the command prompt: w32tm /query /status
 The "W32time" service is running

 The client machine is synchronized in NTP (last successful synchronization, @IP of the NTP server).

Check if Windows Firewalls is disabled
Open Control Panel -> System and Security -> Windows Firewall
 Windows firewall is disabled

Check that the SolidCore installation was successful
 Type the next command in the command prompt: "sadmin status”
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Test System / Install – Gateway TASE2 / OPC-UA
Test type: System / Install
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the correct installation and configuration of the AxS4 gateway, the network set-up and that the
connections with the telecontrol gateways ARP/PER/PEE-R and NAZA Core are established.
It is performed on the Windows server used for the gateway.
Data sets: No data required
Acceptance criteria:
Check the network configuration
The C:\windows system32 drivers and so on...
 The IP addresses with the names of the corresponding machines are added.

Check the AxS4 is answering
Open the Windows command prompt as administrator, Type the following command: ping ALZ_A
 The ping responds because the system has correctly translated between the hostname and the IP address.
Check the AxS4 NTP synchronization
Open the Windows command prompt as administrator, Type the following command: w32tm /query /status
 The AXS4 machine is synchronized using NTP (last successful synchronization, @IP of the NTP server).

Check AxS4 is connected to the server
Open AxS4 ICCP Monitor from Start menu >Programs ->SISCO ->ICCP Monitor ->Gateway name (example:
NAZA_MELLE)
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 The AxS4 ICCP status is in "On/Running" mode and is properly connected to the SISCO server.

Check connections to telecontrol ARP/PEE-R/PER gateways
Open ICCP Monitor in the gateway
Go Gateway Name (example: NAZA_MELLE) -> Upstream Control Centre

 In ICCP Monitor, ARPs are connected: Enabled = "True», Status = "ACTIVE".
Check that information is correctly exchanged with ARP gateway
Go to Gateway Name (example: NAZA_MELLE)> ARP Control Centre -> ARP Name (example: ARP_A_FLEAC ) >Data value

 The different data that can be visualized, the TM (= DataValues) are acquired and valid.
 No invalid TM (status <bad> or <?>) apart from those already invalid on the ARP itself.
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Test System / Install – TASE2 configuration
Test type: System / Install
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the configuration of the TASE2 gateway by executing the 2 python scripts. TASE2 connection and
proper acquisition of remote information (TS/TM) are also verified.
Data sets: No data required. Scripts update_axs4_network.py and update_axS4_config.py.
Acceptance criteria:
Check the configuration of TASE2 connections.
Run the script update_axs4_network.py
On the NAZA Core server, go to the directory where the scripts are located (example: home/alz/axs4) and type
the command: ./update_axs4_network.py Magellan/ siscostackcfg.xml.
 The output directory "Output_update_axs4_network" with the following files is generated:
 PASSERELLE_NAZA_DRP2_vide.xml
 siscostackcfg_PASSERELLE_A_new.xml
 siscostackcfg_PASSERELLE_B_new.xml

 Check “Addressing page” filled in with the configured TASE2 connections in AxS4 configurator.

Execute the script update_axS4_config.py
On the NAZA Core server, go to the directory where the script is located (example: home/alz/axs4) ) and type
the command: **/update_axs4_config.py PASSERELLE_NAZA_new.xml ../data/remoteDataMapping.xml.
 The output directory "Output_update_axs4_network" with the following files is generated:
 PASSERELLE_NAZA_new.xml
 An update_axs4_config.log file is generated in the axs4 directory.

 The new configuration appears in the ICCP configurator. The TS, TC and TM are present in "Data Values" and
"Devices" (see after).
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Test external interfaces – P, Q, U values acquisition
Test type: Integration / external interfaces
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test validates the acquisition, conformity and consistency of P (Active Power), Q (Reactive Power) and U
(Voltage) remote information. We use VERDON to simulate the P, Q, U information from the sensors and check
they are acquired by the gateways and retrieved by NAZA Core.
Data sets: The 90kV feeder Isle Jourdain – Laitier (I.JOUL41LAIT) is used, with the following values:
 P-> I.JOUL41LAITI_P1 = 10 (then 7)
 Q-> I.JOUL41LAITI_Q1 = 2 (then 5)
 U1.1-> I.JOUP4_1.1_U = 96 (92)
 U1.2-> I.JOUP4_1.2_U = 90 (92)
Acceptance criteria:
Check that the information are correctly retrieved by the NAZA Core server
Use VERDON to send the data defined above

 The data P, Q, U in the DumpHistory log are the same as sent by VERDON

 The data P, Q, U in the NAZA HMI are the same as sent by VERDON
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Check that the information change are correctly seen by the NAZA Core server
Use VERDON to send the second set of values defined above
 The data P,Q, U in the DumpHistory log and the NAZA HMI have changed are the same as sent by VERDON.
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Test External interfaces - DJ, SS, SA, AUT discrete state acquisition
Test type: Integration / external interfaces
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test validates the acquisition, conformity control and consistency of discrete information acquisition DJ
(Circuit Breaker state), SS (Sectionalizing switch), SA (Bus bar Isolator), AUT (Automaton In/out of function). We
use VERDON to simulate the DJ, SS, SA and AUT information from the sensors and check they are acquired by
the gateways and retrieved by NAZA Core.
Data sets: The 90kV feeder Isle Jourdain – Laitier (I.JOUL41LAIT) is used, with the following changes for the
information:
 DJ 1->0
 SS 1->0
 SA 1->0
 AUT8 0->1
Acceptance criteria:
Check that the information are correctly retrieved by the NAZA Core server
Use VERDON to send the data defined above
 The data DJ, SS, SA and AUT in the DumpHistory log are the same as sent by VERDON
 The data DJ, SS, SA and AUT in the NAZA HMI are the same as sent by VERDON
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Test System / Functional – Current processing
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the different calculations of current I that is calculated from P, Q, and U (different from 0) using
the following formula:

The following cases will be tested:
 Case 1: the intensity is well calculated
 Case 2: The intensity is equal to 0
 Case 3: The intensity is invalid
Data sets: The 90kV feeder Confolens Longchamp (CONF6L41LONGC) is used, with the following values:
 P-> 10
 Q-> 2
 U.1.1 -> 96
Acceptance criteria:
Case 1 – Normal current calculation.
Use VERDON to send values above for substation CONF6_4; feeder 4LONG.1 for P, Q and feeder 4CBO.1 for U.
 The value for current I in HMI NAZA should be 63.

Case 2 – Case with no current and open circuit breaker.
When the line is not connected to feeder, normal computation is incorrect because no voltage is available
(division by zero). So value 0 should be affected to current I when the circuit breakers are open.
Use VERDON to open circuit breaker CONF64LONGC DJ.
 The value for current I in HMI NAZA should be zero.
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Case 3 – Case of invalid data.
Use VERDON to modify state of voltage U to “invalid”.
 The value for current I in HMI NAZA should be invalid “****”.

Back to nominal.
Use VERDON to modify state of active power P to “normal” and to send values of P, Q, and U specified in data
sets.
 The value for current I in HMI NAZA should be 63 after 30s maximum.
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Test System / Functional – Voltage processing
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
Although the voltage of a line is measured using a measurement transformer on a line-type structure, it is not
transmitted in telecontrol. In order to reconstruct the voltage measurement of a line, NAZA uses the value of the
voltages of the CBOs (“Couplage” see Figure 17 - Voltage source in substation telecontrol) according to the
topology.
NAZA recovers the state of the coupling circuit breakers (“Couplage”), sectionalizing (SS), and busbar
isolators (SA). With this information, NAZA knows which busbar element(s) is/are connected to the line.

U1.3

U1.1

CONF6
Figure 17 - Voltage source in substation telecontrol

This test checks the voltage computation in the different the combination of busbar voltage values.
Data sets: The Longchamp 90kV substation (Table 8 - Voltage test cases) scheme is used for the tests. Otherwise
stated, U1.1 = 96 and U1.3 = 90.The following cases will be tested according to the definition of voltage U in
CONF6 feeder from values of sensors U1.1 and U1.3.
Topology

U1.1

U.13

Rule

U CONF6

1

SS closed

96

90

Average of U1.1 and U.1.3

93

2

SS closed

96

invalid

Average of valid = U1.1

96

3

SS closed

invalid

invalid

U is invalid

4

SS open and
couplage closed

96

90

Value is equal to connected
part (U1.1)

96

5

SS open and
couplage open

96

90

Value is equal to connected
part (U1.2) that has no sensor

****

6

Circuit breaker
CONF6 open

-

-

Circuit breaker open equals no
value

-

****

Table 8 - Voltage test cases

Acceptance criteria:
Voltage calculation.
For each case, use VERDON to send values above for substation LONGC_4 U1.1 and U1.3 according to Table 8 Voltage test cases.
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Use VERDON to send position for SS and couplage according to Table 8 - Voltage test cases .
 The value for voltage U in HMI NAZA should be equal to U CONF6 columns in the six cases.
Test System / Functional – Constraint threshold overreach
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the effective sending of orders in case the threshold is exceeded, both the generation curtailment
and the topology. Consequences on HMI are also checked especially in degraded conditions with available levers.

Data sets: The tests are performed on the 90kV line Melle – Gois (MELLE4ZGOIS).
A script for VERDON is used to perform this test.
Initial values for the 90kV ZGOIS in MELLE are P = 10, Q = 10, U1.1= 96, U1.3= 90, DJ is closed.
The levers associated to this constraints are Melle AUT10 (wind farms at DSO level) and MELLE4 4ZGOIS.1 DJ
(Wind farm on RTE grid). AUT10 is initially deactivated and MELLE4 4ZGOIS.1 DJ is closed.
Acceptance criteria:
Launch the VERDON scenario and check that initial conditions are correct.
Check lever activation and action when threshold is reached more than temporization (40s).
VERDON changes P value to 109 to overreach limit (t0)
 AUT10 is activated after t0+15s (HMI and log)
 Alarm “Threshold overreach” is active for levers after t0+25s
VERDON changes P value to 10 to stop constraint after circuit breaker opening
 Lever MELLE4 4ZGOIS.1 DJ is active, circuit breaker is opened and associated alarm is present after t0+40s.
 All alarms end, AUT10 is deactivated.

Check lever activation and deactivation when threshold is reached less than temporization (40s).
VERDON changes P value to 109 to overreach limit (t0)
 AUT10 is activated after t0+15s (HMI and log)
 Alarm “Threshold overreach” is active for levers after t0+25s
VERDON changes P value to 10
 All alarms end, AUT10 is deactivated, no order is sent to MELLE4 4ZGOIS.1 DJ.
Check no action occurs in some data is not valid.
VERDON changes P value to 109 to overreach limit (t0)
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 AUT10 is activated after t0+15s (HMI and log)
VERDON changes Q state to invalid
 Alarm “Invalid Data” is emitted and AUT10 is deactivated

Test System / Functional – Dynamic line rating
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
Dynamic Line Rating is a device or a model that provides a variable value for the maximum current threshold in
a specific power line. This value can be based on the geometrical situation of the line (how close is it to a specific
obstacle?) or on its thermal state (what is it estimated temperature?). It can be used in NAZA has an alternative
to seasonal threshold calculated with general conditions.
This test aims to verify the good integration of DLR values and its use by NAZA system.
Data sets: The 90kV power line FLEAC-PALAN is used since it is equipped with a DLR device. EMP gateway
emulator is used to send value instead of the real DLR.
Acceptance criteria:
Acquisition of DLR value in DLR mode
Activate DLR mode for the FLEACL41PALAN line.
Send value 700 for information BRU5_FLEACL41PALAN_DLR_ISTTR with EMP.
 The value for BRU5_FLEACL41PALAN_DLR_ISTTR in log DumpHistory is 700.
 The value for DLR FLEACL41PALAN in NAZA HMI is 700.

Send value 800 for information BRU5_FLEACL41PALAN_DLR_ISTTR with EMP.
 The value for DLR FLEACL41PALAN in NAZA HMI is 800.

Test System / Functional – Consistency check between line ends
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
NAZA checks in the values at the two ends of a power line are consistent, which means they do not differ more
than a predefined approximation parameter. This test validates this function in different cases.
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Case 1: one end measurement is invalid
Case 2: the two measurement are within the approximation range
Case 3: the two measurement are out of the approximation range

Data sets: The 90kV feeder Confolens Longchamp (CONF6L41LONGC) is used with the Table 9 - Line ends
measurement mismatch values.
1
Line

End 1

2
End 2

End 1

3
End 2

End 1

End 2

U

93

91

93

91

93

91

P

****

0

1

0

3

0

Q

0

-1

0

-1

0

-1

****

6

6

6

19

6

I (calculated)

Table 9 - Line ends measurement mismatch

Acceptance criteria:
For each case, use VERDON or EMP to send the P, Q, U values for each end of the line as specified in Table 9 Line ends measurement mismatch.
Case 1 – One end invalid.
 A  badge appears along the P and I measurement to indicate the invalidity.

Case 2 – Two measurement within the approximation range.
 The  badge disappears.
Case 3 – Two measurement out of the approximation range.
 A  badge appears along the P measurement to indicate the discrepancy.
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Test System / Functional – Alarms severity
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the correct behavior of all alarms, in particular the following points:





NAZA status (stopped/monitor/armed) is received by the alarm hypervisor and on the log;
a G3 (severity level 3) alarm only appears in the logbook;
a G2 alarm appears on the alarm screen and the log;
a G1 alarm will appear in the alarm screen and the log and causes an audible signal in the alarm
hypervisor.

Data sets: Files alarmsConguration.xml and soundServersConfiguration.xml are present on the NAZA Core rep:
~/data.
Acceptance criteria:
NAZA started and out of function.
 Alarm NAZA started (“NAZA Démarrée”) appears in green on alarm hypervisor. Alarm NAZA AUTOMATE ON
blinks.
Acquit previous alarms and put NAZA in monitor mode.
 Alarm NAZA started (“NAZA Démarrée”) and NAZA AUTOMATE ON appear in green on alarm hypervisor.
Alarm NAZA armed (“NAZA Automate armé) blinks.
Acquit previous alarms and put NAZA in armed mode.
 Alarm NAZA started (“NAZA Démarrée”), NAZA AUTOMATE ON and NAZA armed appear in green on alarm
hypervisor.

Send an alarm 80 message with VERDON (simulates the loss of connection to gateway).
 Alarm NAZA severity 1 (“NAZA Gravité 1”) rings after 30s , blinks on alarm hypervisor and is present in NAZA
alarm screen (red) and NAZA log.
Send an alarm 90 message with VERDON (simulates the loss of connection to one RTU).
 Alarm is present in NAZA alarm screen (orange) and NAZA log.
Modify severity of alarm 80 from 1 to 3 in configuration then send an alarm 80 message with VERDON.
 Alarm is present in NAZA log only.
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Test System / Functional – Alarms lifecycle
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test checks the lifecycle of an alarm: its appearance, disappearance, acknowledgement and deletion:





Change the alarm status from "unacknowledged" to "acknowledged".
Check that for start/end type alarms, there is always the end alarm.
An alarm can only be cleared if its status is already acknowledged.
A start/end alarm can only be cleared after the end alarm has been given.

Data sets: Files alarmsConguration.xml and soundServersConfiguration.xml are present on the NAZA Core rep:
~/data.
Acceptance criteria:
NAZA started and in monitor mode.
Stop services MatrikonOPCUAWrapper and SISCO AX-S4 ICCP in gateway service manager.
 Alarm 70 “Lost OPC-UA connection between automaton and gateway - Start” should appear in red on alarm
screen.

Try to erase alarm in alarm manager screen.
 Erase button should stay greyed out and without action.
Select alarm and click on “Acknowledge” then on “Erase”.
 Alarm should pass in “Acknowledged” state (green check mark). Erase button is normal (not greyed) but
inefficient.
Re-launch services MatrikonOPCUAWrapper and SISCO AX-S4 ICCP in gateway service manager and wait 30s.
 Alarm 70 “Lost OPC-UA connection between automaton and gateway - End” should appear in blue on alarm
screen.

Select alarm and click on “Acknowledge” then on “Erase”.
 Alarm should pass in “Acknowledged” state (green check mark).
Select both start and end alarms and click on Erase button.
 Alarms disappear from alarm manager screen but are still present in the log.
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Test System / Operation - Alarms configuration
Test type: System / Functional
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
This test is about the various functions of the Alarm Configuration HMI (activate/deactivate, restore the
configuration, etc.).
This test checks the following operations:




Activating and deactivating an alarm.
Restore the default configuration.
Restore the previous configuration.

Data sets: Files alarmsConguration.xml and soundServersConfiguration.xml are present on the NAZA Core rep:
~/data.
Acceptance criteria:
NAZA is started and in monitor mode or armed mode.
 The alarm configuration screen is greyed out and inactive. An orange banner appears at the top of the HMI
to tell the user to stop the automaton.
Put NAZA in out of function mode.
 The alarm configuration screen is in read/write mode.
Disable alarm 70 in alarm configuration.
 Toggle box outline is black

Save modification and put NAZA in monitor mode.
 Toggle box outline is orange
Stop services MatrikonOPCUAWrapper and SISCO AX-S4 ICCP in gateway service manager.
 Alarm 70 “Lost OPC-UA connection between automaton and gateway - Start” does not appear on alarm
screen.
Re-launch services MatrikonOPCUAWrapper and SISCO AX-S4 ICCP in gateway service manager and wait 30s.
Go to alarm administration screen and click on restore initial configuration.
 Initial configuration is displayed and toggle box outline is black
Deactivate alarm 70 and then change the severity of alarm 80 to severity 3.
Deactivate the repetition mechanism of alarm 120 then click on save.
 The configuration is taken into account: Alarm 70 and the repetition mechanism of alarm 120 are disabled
and alarm 80 has gravity 3. Toggle box outline is orange for those alarms.
Activate alarm 70 and then change the severity of alarm 80 by setting severity 1, activate the repetition
mechanism of alarm 120 and click on the save.
 The configuration is taken into account: Alarm 70 and the repetition mechanism of alarm 120 are activated
and alarm 80 has severity 1. Toggle box outline is orange for those alarms.
Click on restore previous configuration.
 Alarm 70 and the repeat mechanism of alarm 120 are disabled and alarm 80 has severity 3. Toggle box
outline is orange for those alarms.
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Test System / Performances
Test type: System / Performances
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description: These tests checks performances of the system as stated in requirements

Data sets: The tests are performed on the 90kV line Melle – Gois (MELLE4ZGOIS). VERDON is used to perform
this test. Initial values for the 90kV ZGOIS in MELLE are P = 10, Q = 10, U1.1= 96, U1.3= 90, DJ is closed.

Acceptance criteria:
Use VERDON to change status of P to “invalid”.
 Invalid status must appear in alarm log in less than 10s (use timestamps to check) - UC10-PRF-05.

Use VERDON to change value of P to 100.
Use the DumpHistory log in NAZA Core and ICCP monitor in OPCUA Gateway to get the timestamp between the
limitation order issued by NAZA Core (criteria for current limit overreach) and the limitation order received by
the gateway.
 The difference between timestamps must reach be less than 5s - UC10-PRF-04.

Re-set P to 10 with VERDON. Wait 30s. Use VERDON to change value of P to 100.
Search DumpHistory log for “MPC début” and “MPC OK”
 The difference between timestamps shall be less than 2s. - UC10-PRF-03.

Use VERDON to change status of P to “invalid”.
 Invalid status must appear in alarm log in less than 10s (use timestamps to check) - UC10-PRF-03.

Monitor traffic bandwidth between two NAZA cores using iftop. If not possible to install iftop because the
NAZA container should be modified, Wireshark will be used on a dedicated machine on the network.
 Peak bandwidth use between NAZA Cores should not exceed limited to 500 kb/s. UC10-INT-09.

Note
Availability (99.99% - UC10-PRF-01) and dependability (no unwanted order - UC10-PRF-02) cannot be easily
tested in a reasonable lapse of time. These requirements will be verified and monitored on live systems.
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Test System / Stress
Test type: System / Stress
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description: These tests aim at evaluating the effects of different communication problems on the NAZA system.
Data sets:
The platform described in Figure 7- Co-simulation platform sketch will be used when available. The Ventavon
electric grid and communication network are modelled in the co-simulator.
Note: This co-simulation project is ongoing and may not be available before the end of CPS4EU.
Acceptance criteria:
The following tests will be performed to monitor NAZA system behavior. No unwanted command shall be sent.
The level of disturbance that the system can handle before being unable to issue correct orders will be
investigated.
a-

Disturbances tests

The following disturbances scenarios are performed by the telecommunications simulator:
1.

Hardware failure in the private WAN, with reorganization of the data transport topology. Loss of a
communication axis at the moment t₀. Therefore, the traffic is distributed on the axes that remained
available. The link is re-established at t₁ (optional). Parameters: t₀, t₁.
2. Flow reduction in the operated WAN. Reduction to a fraction ξ₀ of the throughput offered on the
operated WAN, from the moment t₀ and up to the moment t₁ (optional). Settings: ξ₀, t₀, t₁.
3. Switches to backup access to the access point. In an access point equipped with a nominal access (e.g.
SDSL access) and a satellite back-up access, switches to back-up access at the time t₀. This introduces
an additional signal propagation latency λ₀. Parameters: t₀, λ₀.
4. Loss of access to a NAZA resource. Network access equipment cuts off communication with a digital
resource (NAZA gateway or NAZA core) at the moment t₀, and access is restored at the moment t₁
(optional). This can be used to disrupt the redundancy mechanism between different NAZA cores.
Parameters: t₀, t₁.
5. Local degradation of connectivity. On a given axis, an IP packet loss is experienced with probability π₀
from the instant t₀ and up to the instant t₁ (optional). Parameters: π₀, t₀, t₁.
6. Local rate degradation. On the concerned communication axis, a reduction of the flow offer is
experimented at a fraction φ₀ of the nominal flow, from the moment t₀ and until the moment t₁
(optional). Parameters: t₀, t₁, φ₀.
b- Loss of a line that supports an optical fiber
The failure triggered at the moment t₀ causes both the loss of the electric power line and the communication
link. Parameters: t₀.
The test scenario consists in simulating the system behavior in a predefined area, during a limited time
window. During the test time, one or more hardware failures (on different cables) are triggered.
c-

Synchronization

The test scenario foresees that one or more of the components of the system can operate with a reference
time lag with respect to the others.
1.
2.
3.

Strong offset. Offset of the order of 1 hour between one component and the others.
Low offset. Shift of 1 to 10 minutes between one component and the others.
Error in the date. Date shift between one component and the others.
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Test System / Recovery
Test type: System / Recovery
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description:
These tests checks the redundancy mechanisms of the NAZA system and its ability to overcome the loss of a
NAZA Core and to cope with significant telecommunication issues between NAZA Cores components.

Data sets:
Files alarmsConguration.xml and soundServersConfiguration.xml are present on the NAZA Core rep: ~/data.

Acceptance criteria:
a-

Loss of a NAZA Core

NAZA is started and in armed mode.
Stop one of the NAZA Core system, for example with the command “docker stop <NAZA Core 1>”.
 NAZA system should stay armed and display an alarm “NAZA Core 1 loss”.

b- Loss of the links between NAZA Core
The two NAZA Cores are installed on two different virtual machines (not two different containers).
NAZA is started and in armed mode.
Under VMware Cloud Director, go to “My virtual machines”, select one of the NAZA Core 1 virtual machine.
Select “Properties”, then “Material” tab, and select “Network parameters” of the inter-NAZA Core link Network
Interface Card. Uncheck the “Connected” box and click “OK”.
 NAZA system should stay armed and display an alarm “NAZA Core 1 loss”.

Test System / Endurance
Test type: System / Endurance
Deliverable: test results are in test plan under CONFLUENCE
Description: This test evaluates the endurance of the NAZA system, i.e. its ability to run correctly under normal
conditions during a long period.

Data sets: Any operational configuration
Acceptance criteria:
No special risk has been identified on this topic. The coverage will be much reduced.
The NAZA system will be left up and running between tests during 48 hours periods (for example during
weekends). No anomaly should appear during this lapse of time.
Those tests will be completed by the on-site validation.
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Test Acceptance
Test type: Acceptance
Deliverable: test results are in a dedicated document issued by the user region
Description:
These tests are performed on the ready to go version by the future users. They are based on the user’s guide.
Their main goal is to have a real operator view on the product to identify eventual problems not detected at
previous stages. They are less intensive than functional tests.
They are mandatory to the system go live.

Data sets: Real configuration of the area.
Acceptance criteria

State of NAZA system
The NAZA Status control panel is a space that allows you to manage the status and operating mode of the NAZA.
Different modes are possible:
1.
2.
3.

4.

NAZA status indicator with three possible states: Off,
Monitoring and Armed.
Button for Start/Stop NAZA (Switching from Off -> On
Surveillance or On Surveillance -> Off).
Button for Arming/Disarming NAZA (Switching from
Monitoring -> Armed or Armed -> Monitoring): in the Armed
state, NAZA recovers the TMs coming up from the ground and
performs the associated actions when the threshold is
exceeded.
Indicator + switch Enable/Disable test mode (with admin
credentials).

 Operator is able to switch from Monitoring to Armed states.

State of algorithm
1.

2.

Indicates the status of the NAZA algorithm. There are two
possible states:
State N: We are at full network in the NAZA perimeter.
State N-1: one or more structures identified in the NAZA
zone have tripped.
Button to change the state of the NAZA Algorithm.

 If the initial state is N, then the button will display "Force N-1 state". Its action will then be to force the state
to N-1 (manual action).
 If the initial state is N-1, then the button will display "Reset" and its
action is to change the state from N-1 to N. This activation is done
manually by the operator when it has been warned of the return to a
nominal operating situation.
Note: The change from state N to N-1 is usually automatic upon
detection of a fault.
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Branch and levers
The toggles in the branch screen allows to activate a branch and the associated levers.

 Pass the branch from on to off. Line must be grayed. Turn on again.
 Pass the curtailment levers from on to off. Only toggle should change. Turn on again.
 Pass the topological levers from on to off. Only toggle should change. Turn on again.

Dynamic Line Rating
DLR badges have be three different colors:





Blue: The DLR is functional on the branch.
Red: DLR is inoperative on the branch
The 3 possible reasons for this non-functioning are (available when mouse is above badge) :
- DLR not enabled in the Administration menu
- DLR not commissioned in Branch Detail
- Invalid DLR value (failures or maintenance operations)
Orange: The DLR is operating on the branch but works in "degraded" mode.

When this orange badge is visible, the value taken for the DLR is frozen at the last valid value acquired by the
software.
Here, DLR is inoperative because is disabled in administration menu.
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1.

Choice of operating mode
Command from the operator to select the operating mode of the branch.

2.

Real operating mode
Indicator to indicate which is the operating mode of the current branch (DLR or IST).

 If switch 1 is green, branch is in DLR operation and 2 should say DLR. Badge in general screen should be blue.
 Switch 1 to red, 2 should say IST and branch should be red with message –DLR out of service by configuration.
3.
4.

DLR value taken into account.
TM DLR: Value periodically rising from DLR sensors (if invalid *****).

 Check that DLR value 3 is coherent with TM value 4 (Otherwise, 1 should be red and 2 should say IST).
5.

IST value: IST value entered in the database or in operator data (via administration menu).

 IST value should be the same as in principal SCADA.

Link with principal SCADA
The NAZA automaton are in orange in the main SCADA
Automata screen.
 This screen must be consistent with the NAZA system
display.
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Test On site-validation
Test type: On site-validation
Deliverable:
The tests results are in the following (internal) documents:




NT-SI-DSIT-DPOSE-OSCAR-19-00111 – NAZA deployment report (installation tests)
NT-CNER-DCCL-LABQIS-19-00258 - NAZA telecontrol channels validation (NAZA channels validation)
Template NT-EXPL-DEXPL-2020-00022 – Lifecycle of automata at DSO-TSO interface (solicitation of
producers).

Description:
This section describes the test performed when a NAZA system is installed in a new area or when modifications
are undertaken on an existing system.
They are mandatory before the system go live.

Data sets: Real configuration settings

Acceptance criteria

Installation tests
The following procedures are described in Internal document NT.SI.DSIT-DPOSE-OSCAR-19-00111 – NAZA
deployment report:







Installation of the complete NAZA Core
Complete NAZA client installation
Installation of the complete TASE2 gateway
Configuration of the NAZA system
First configuration or new TASE2 link (new ARP, PER or PEE connected to the TASE2 gateway)
Restart of NAZA

NAZA channels validation
These tests checks the channels that transmit orders to levers and get information from sensors. They are
adapted from the usual telecontrol channel test performed on every new or modified equipment. The internal
document NT-CNER-DCCL-LABQIS-19-00258 « NAZA telecontrol channels validation” gives a full description.
The test are performed on the following segments of the complete channels (Figure 18 - Channels validation):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Substation automation to DSO interface (or
producer interface if HTB)
TSO SCADA  DSO interface
NAZA DSO interface
DSO interface DSO SCADA
TSO SCADA DSO SCADA
NAZA DSO SCADA
TSO SCADA NAZA

Figure 18 - Channels validation
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Solicitation of the producers with opening of the circuit breaker HTA
These tests check that when NAZA sends a command to a lever it is correctly transmitted (on/off command) to
the producers through the DSO. It must be performed with every new level.
Solicitation of the producers without opening of the HVA circuit breaker






T0: In test mode on NAZA, TSO sends the activation order of the AUTxx (reference to the lever under
test).
DSO confirms the presence of information on DSO SCADA system (start).
T0 +43s: DSO informs that the opening orders of the circuit breaker HTA departures are sent to
producers connected to the AUTxx (order deactivated)
T0 +60s: TSO sends deactivation command to AUTxx.
DSO confirms to TSO the absence of opening order on DSO SCADA (End).
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5.2. U10 Tests results
Unit Test – MPC algorithm simulations
The simulations on the Model Predicitive Control algorithm (MPC) performed between July 2020 and October
2021 for CPS4EU are presented in Table 10 - MPC simulations. We use available generation data recorded in
2018 (5.1.1) to perform those simulations.
The first columns describe the datasets used for the simulation:








Content: describes the main purpose of the simulation.
Area: the grid area description and situation used for the simulation.
Gen profile: profile for the wind or PV generation
Command: wind or PV farms are controlled with binary (On/Off) or modulation orders.
Battery: power of the battery in this zone.
Data acq: rate of acquisition for the remote information values (10s is classical telecontrol, 1s is
dedicated sensors).
Margins 5s and Margins 45s: values of margins parameters for fast (5s) and slow (45s) levers.

Last columns sums up the results.
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Sim#

1

Content

Overload
without levers

Area

cascade

Vingeanne

Gen
profile
Wind1

Command

Battery

Data
acq

Margins
5s

Margins
45s

-

12 MW

10s

-

-

Results

The max current is overreached on line GRAY-GY. The
overload relay trips the line. Other lines are tripping in
cascade.
This simulation shows this scenario leads to tripping of
all lines when no action is taken.

2

Use of levers with no
margins

Vingeanne

Wind1

On/Off

12 MW

10s

0

0

The maximum current is overreached by 50A (10%)
before actions on levers are effective. The algorithm
needs to take into account that actions on levers take
time.
Margins for quick levers (5s), like batteries, and for
slow levers (45s), like wind farms, will be used.

3

Tuning of margins

Vingeanne

Wind1

On/Off

12 MW

10s

0

0

With no margins, the overload duration is about 2
minutes.

4%

10%

Overload duration: 25 seconds

4%

15%

Overload duration: a few seconds

4%

16%

No overload

4%

20%

No overload, the battery is not used

16%

16%

Battery is used but there is an overload.
Lessons learned: 4%/16% margins are adequate for
this situation. There is an inter-dependency between
the two margins set-up.

Sim#

Content

Area

4

Use of modulation as a
command

Vingeanne

5

Wind generation shift to
simulate
geographical
dispersion

6

Influence of the wind
generation profile

7

Influence
power

of

battery

Gen
profile

Command

Battery

Data
acq

Margins
5s

Margins
45s

Results

Wind1

modulation

12 MW

10s

4%

16%

If all wind farms are controlled with modulation (or at
least the significant ones), there is a significant gain on
remaining generation after curtailment (75MW vs
50MW, a 50% increase). See Figure 19- Simulation 4 –
Commands in On/Off and Figure 20 - Simulation 4 –
Commands in modulation.

Vingeanne

Wind1

On/Off

12 MW

10s

4%

16%

Generation of wind farms are shifted of 1, 2, 3s from
west side to east side. No significant difference is
noticed.

Vingeanne

Wind2

On/Off

12 MW

10s

4%

16%

Results are OK, even with 1s or 1 minute shifts in
generation. Margins are well dimensioned, as 20% for
45s margins is too much here again.

Vingeanne

Wind3

On/Off

12 MW

10s

4%

16%

Results and margins OK.

Vingeanne

Wind1

On/Off

12 MW

10s

4%

16%

OK (reference settings). Remaining generation after
curtailment is 50MW.

20MW

10s

4%

16%

Overload of a few amps (<1%). Remaining generation
75 MW.

30MW

10s

4%

16%

Overload of 25 A (#5%). Remaining generation 80 MW.

110MW

10s

4%

16%

Overload of 10 A (#2%). Remaining generation 150 MW
(all gen).
Margins have to be adapted to battery power.
Iterations show that 8% 5s margin would be OK for 110
MW battery. Without battery, 45s margin should be
18%.
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Sim#

8

Content

Other area
generation

with

9

Dynamic margins

10

Influence
of
acquisition rate

Area

PV

data

Ventavon

Gen
profile
PV

Command

Battery

Data
acq

Margins
5s

Margins
45s

Results

On/Off

10MW

10s

5%

10%

A 5% value for 5s margin is sufficient. As generation is
only 100MW in the area, battery alone can avoid
overload.

0

10s

5%

20%

However, without battery, even a 20% 45s margin is
not enough because PV generation dynamics are faster
than wind.
In addition to the static 5s and 45s margins, we
introduce so-called dynamic margins based on the
generation growth rate. When superior to the static
margin, dynamic margin is the reference and allows
avoiding overload. Dynamic margin is calculated based
on past recent history of upward variations of current.

Ventavon

PV

On/Off

10MW

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Melle

Eol1

On/Off

15MW

1s

5%

18%

18% margin is OK to avoid overload

10S

5%

20%

2 substations have 1s acquisition (BELLAC and I.JOU)
because of battery but play little role in this scenario.
20% margin is necessary.

11

Dynamic margins

Melle

Eol1

On/Off

15MW

1s/10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Dynamic margins leads to similar results (Figure 21 Simulation 9 - Fixed margins 5% - 20% and Figure 22- Simulation 9 - Dynamic margins).

12

Topology modification by
operator

Melle

23/06/20
situation

On/Off

15MW

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

The algorithm takes into account the line tripping by
the operator. This operation was useful as the
remaining generation in the area is 290MW compared
to 250MW without tripping.
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Sim#

13

Content

Topology modification by
algorithm

Area

Gen
profile

Command

Battery

Data
acq

Margins
5s

Margins
45s

Results

Melle

23/06/20
situation

On/Off

15MW

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Action by algorithm is similar to operator action with a
slight difference: the algorithm lets the battery ease
the constraint first before tripping the line (Figure 23 Simulation 12 - Topology modified by operator).

Vingeanne

24/09/20
situation

On/Off

12 MW

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Algorithm reproduces the operator action accurately
(Figure 24- Simulation 13 - Topology modified by
MPC).

14

Effect of the loss of a
power line inside the
area.

Vingeanne

24/09/20
situation

On/Off

12 MW

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Algorithm handles the loss of a line. Overload limits are
higher in case of loss of the power line (N-1 situation),
which is taken into account by the MPC (Figure 25Simulation 14 - Loss of power line inside the area).

15

Loss of measurement in
several substations

Vingeanne

24/09/20
situation

On/Off

12 MW

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Information from Gray, then Gray and Gy substations
is lost. MPC is robust to the loss of 1 substation, but
overload limit may be overreached for several seconds
when 2 substations are lost with severe conditions.
For a constraint created only by generation increase in
the area, overload limits are handled even with the
loss of 2 substations (Figure 26 - Simulation 15 - No
information from Gray and Gy (generation increase)).
For a constraint created a transformer loss, overload
limits are handled even with the loss of 2 substations
(Figure 27 - Simulation 15 - No information from Gray
and Gy (loss of Palente transformer)).
For a constraint created a 400kV line loss, overload
limits are overreached for several seconds with the
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Sim#

Content

Area

Gen
profile

Command

Battery

Data
acq

Margins
5s

Margins
45s

Results
loss of 2 substations (Figure 28- Simulation 15 - No
information from Gray and Gy (loss of 400kV line)).
For a constraint created a 225kV busbar loss, overload
limits are handled even with the loss of 2 substations
(Figure 29 - Simulation 15 - No information from Gray
and Gy (loss of 225kV busbar)).

16

Impact of Dynamic Line
Rating

Blocaux

25/09/20
situation

On/Off

0

10s

Dyn
(5%)

Dyn
(10%)

Blocaux Croixrault line is equipped with a Dynamic
Line Rating that estimates the overload current in real
time.
The DLR results in less curtailment, here 80 MW
compared to 115 MW without (Figure 30 - Simulation
16 - Blocaux Croixrault without DLR & Figure 31 Simulation 16 - Blocaux Croixrault with DLR).

Table 10 - MPC simulations
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In all the following figures, y-axis is in MW for production and battery charge, in A for line current and limit
(IST), and x-axis is time in seconds.

Batterie et effacements ENR, marges 5% et 16%, TS uniquement
500

450

400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

Generation #50MW

0
500

600

700
Charge(MW)

800
IST GRAY L31GY

900

GRAY L31GY

Peffacée(MW)

1000

1100

Production(MW)

Figure 19- Simulation 4 – Commands in On/Off

Batterie et effacements ENR, marges 5% et 16%, tous en TVC
500
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300
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200

150

Generation #75MW
100

50

0
500

600

700
Charge(MW)

800
IST GRAY L31GY

900
GRAY L31GY

Production(MW)

Figure 20 - Simulation 4 – Commands in modulation

1000

1100

Chronique de production 2 juillet 2018, mesures 10s, marges 5% et 20%
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Production restante (MW)

BESS_3(MW)

FLEACL41PALAN(I2)

FLEACL41PALAN(IST)

Figure 21 - Simulation 9 - Fixed margins 5% - 20%

Chronique de production 2 juillet 2018, mesures 1s, marges dynamiques
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Figure 22- - Simulation 9 - Dynamic margins
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Ouverture Bodut-Civray par CCO - Effacements ENR par NAZA-MPC
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BODUTL41CIVRA(IST)

COUR L41ZDALI(I2)

COUR L41ZDALI(IST)

Figure 23 - Simulation 12 - Topology modified by operator

Ouverture Bodut-Civray par MPC, puis effacements de production à Civray
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Figure 24- Simulation 13 - Topology modified by MPC
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Défaut fugitif : perte de la ligne Gray-Gy à t=670
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Figure 25- Simulation 14 - Loss of power line inside the area

Figure 26 - Simulation 15 - No information from Gray and Gy (generation increase)
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N-1 transfo : perte de PALENY631 à t=670
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Figure 27 - Simulation 15 - No information from Gray and Gy (loss of Palente transformer)

Figure 28- Simulation 15 - No information from Gray and Gy (loss of 400kV line)
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Figure 29 - Simulation 15 - No information from Gray and Gy (loss of 225kV busbar)

Figure 30 - Simulation 16 - Blocaux Croixrault without DLR
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Figure 31 - Simulation 16 - Blocaux Croixrault with DLR
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Test – Functional, Interfaces, Performances, Operation

Functional requirements
Test

Comment

Reference

System / Functional – Current processing

Real system under test

5.1.9

System / Functional – Voltage processing

-

5.1.10

System / Functional – Constraint threshold overreach

-

5.1.11

System / Functional – Dynamic line rating

-

5.1.12

System / Functional – Consistency check between line ends -

5.1.13

System / Functional – Alarm severity

-

5.1.14

System / Functional – Alarm life cycle

-

5.1.15

Table 11 - Functional tests

Interfaces requirements
Test
External interfaces – P, Q, U values acquisition

External interfaces - DJ, SS, SA, AUT discrete
state acquisition

Comment

reference

More protocols (i.e. IEC 61850 will be added)
will be tested

5.1.7

-

5.1.8

Table 12 - Interface tests
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Performances
Test

Comment

reference

System / Performances

Partial coverage

5.1.17

System / Stress

Need for a co-simulation platform

5.1.18

System / Recovery

5.1.19

System / Endurance

Minimal test to be confirmed by demo

5.1.20

Table 13 - Performance tests

Operation
Test

Comment

System / Operation - Alarms configuration

reference
5.1.16

System / Install – Server NAZA Core

Described in NT SI DSIT-DPOSE-OSCAR 19
00081 i8 13/09/2021
5.1.2

System / Install – Server NAZA Core configuration

NT SI DSIT-DPOSE-OSCAR 19 00080 i9
19/09/2020

System / Install – NAZA client

Described in NT SI DSIT-DPOSE-OSCAR 19
00110 i5 10/06/2021
5.1.4

System / Install – Gateway TASE2 / OPC-UA

NT SI DSIT-DPOSE-OSCAR 19 00080 i9
19/09/2020

System / Install – TASE2 configuration

5.1.3

5.1.5
5.1.6

Table 14 - Operation tests
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5.3. UC11 Tests definitions
Functional basic tests
Test type: System / Functional

Deliverable: The results are listed in the internal document WA45-POC-FCT_Prog de test i2

Description: These tests checks the basic functions of the system.

Acceptance criteria:
See 5.3.3 SDEC Factory acceptance tests.

Cabinet hardware tests
Test type: System / Functional

Deliverable: The results are listed in the internal document WA45-POCFCT_Prog de test i2

Description: These tests checks the all the required equipment is in the cabinet
and is energized - Details in See 5.3.3 SDEC Factory acceptance tests.

Data sets: basic initial settings

Acceptance criteria: Equipment is present and energized (Figure 32 - Cabinet
under test).
Figure 32 - Cabinet under test
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SDEC Factory acceptance tests
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Distance protection basic principles
Distance protection measures the apparent impedance of the protected power line, the V / I ratio (voltage /
current). When a fault occurs on the line, the impedance value decreases sharply. The closer the fault is to the
end of the line at which the distance protection is located, the smaller is the impedance.
The protection monitors the position of the apparent impedance on an R/X diagram (which depends on the
protection model – example on Figure 33 - Example of distance protection R/X diagram) and take the appropriate
actions:





If the fault is in zone 1, i.e. certainly on the protected line, the protection issues an instantaneous trip
order,
If the fault is in zone 2, i.e. maybe at the over end of the line but also outside the protected line, the
protection issues a delayed trip order, so the protection at the other end of the line or on the faulty line
can take action first.
If the fault is in another zone, the protection should not trip (or trip after a long delay, as a backup in
case of another protection’s failure).

Figure 33 - Example of distance protection R/X diagram

This a very brief description of distance protection features, many other aspects like phase selection, power
swing detection, load area, directional control are not addressed here.
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Distance protection tests
Test type: System / Functional

Deliverable: The results are in this document.

Description:
Different types of electrical faults (Table 15 - Fault types and Figure 34 - Electrical fault test pattern) are simulated
by the RTDS platform on three-protection configuration:




P444 E2 classical IED,
SDEC VM with digital direct input,
SDEC VM with analog input from Vizimax MU.

No.

Type of fault

Location

1.1

Single Line-Distance Characteristic

F1

1.2

Transient fault on the protected line

F1

1.3

Permanent fault on the protected line

F1

1.4

Permanent high resistive fault on the protected line

F1

1.5

Permanent fault on the parallel line

F2

1.6

Permanent fault on the busbars or adjacent lines

F2, F3, F4

1.7

Evolving fault (Only protected line affected)

F1

1.8

Evolving fault (Busbar & protected line affected)

F3 or F4 to F1

1.9

Evolving fault (both lines affected)

F1 to F2

1.10

Cross country fault (Simultaneous fault on both lines)

F1 and F2

1.11

Switch On To Fault

F1
Table 15 - Fault types

Figure 34 - Electrical fault test pattern

Data sets: classic RTE distance protection settings (zone 1 80% of line, zone 2 120%)

Acceptance criteria:
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Fault #

Type

Expected behavior

1.1

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

1.5

Back

No trip

1.6

Back

No trip

1.7

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Back

No trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Zone 1 or Zone 2

Instant trip

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11
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Distance protection operation time tests
Test type: System / Functional

Deliverable: The results are in this document.

Description
These tests compares the operating time of the SDEC system in different hardware configurations with those of
P444 IED.
The SDEC configuration are:




2x VMs and only 1 x SMTB IEC61850 converter
2x VMs and 2 x SMTB IEC61850 converter
1x VM and 1 x SMTB IEC61850 converter

Note: For the 1 VM configuration, there is 2 VMs and 2 SMTB IEC61850 converter but the MU Vizimax is
disconnected, so the second VM is idle.

The operation times are measured with different type of fault, all in zone 1, at 0% or 50% of the line. Single line
to ground (SLG); line-to-line (LL) and triple line to ground (LLLG) faults are tested.
Each test is repeated 20 times

Data sets: classic RTE distance protection settings (zone 1 80% of line, zone 2 120%)

Acceptance criteria
Operating time should be under 40ms. Difference between SDEC and classical IED in process bus configuration
must be less than 5ms.
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5.4. UC11 Tests results

Distance protection tests
Fault #

Type

Expected behavior

1.1

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

1.5

Back

No trip

No trip

No trip

No trip

1.6

Back

No trip

No trip

No trip

No trip

1.7

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Back

No trip

No trip

No trip

No trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Zone 1

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Zone 2

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Delayed trip

Zone 1 or
Zone 2

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

Instant trip

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

VM
with Sample Values
from RTDS

VM
with SV from
Vizimax

Expected behavior

The three configuration have the same correct behavior with all type of fault:




P444 conventional version E2
VM with Sample Values (SV) from RTDS
VM with SV from Vizimax

Result: Test is passed.
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Distance protection operation time
2x VMs and 1x SMTB IEC61850 converter
Operating time is very stable for the same fault. There is only 2 ms between min and max operating time, except
for LLLG at 50%.
Time for MU Vizimax is between 1 and 2 ms. Time for SMTB is 6 ms.
There is no change between SLG, LL and LLLG faults.

SLG 0

SLG 50

LL 0

LL 50

LLLG 0

LLLG 50

P442 RL
0.018
0.02
0.0190
0.022
0.024
0.0230
0.018
0.019
0.0190
0.018
0.023
0.0200
0.018
0.02
0.0190
0.019
0.023
0.0195

Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median

VM RTDS RL VM Vizimax RL VM RTDS Go
0.027
0.027
0.021
0.028
0.028
0.021
0.0270
0.0280
0.0210
0.032
0.032
0.026
0.033
0.033
0.026
0.0320
0.0330
0.0260
0.026
0.028
0.021
0.027
0.029
0.021
0.0270
0.0290
0.0210
0.026
0.028
0.021
0.027
0.029
0.021
0.0270
0.0280
0.0210
0.026
0.028
0.021
0.027
0.029
0.021
0.0270
0.0280
0.0210
0.026
0.027
0.021
0.033
0.034
0.026
0.0270
0.0285
0.0210

Table 16 - 2VM 1 SMTB times

VM algorithm is longer than P444 (Table 16 - 2VM 1 SMTB times):




+ 1 to 3 ms for VM only,
+ 7 to 9 ms with SMTB
+ 8 to 10 ms with SMTB and Vizimax MU
VM RTDS Go Diff MU

SMTB

SLG 0

P442 RL VM RTDS VM
RL
Vizimax
RL
0.0190 0.0270
0.0280

P444 / VM P444 / VM P444 /
RL
Go
VM2 RL

0.0210

0.0010

0.0060 0.0080

0.0020

0.0090

SLG 50

0.0230

0.0320

0.0330

0.0260

0.0010

0.0060 0.0090

0.0030

0.0100

LL 0

0.0190

0.0270

0.0290

0.0210

0.0020

0.0060 0.0080

0.0020

0.0100

LL 50

0.0200

0.0270

0.0280

0.0210

0.0010

0.0060 0.0070

0.0010

0.0080

LLLG 0

0.0190

0.0270

0.0280

0.0210

0.0010

0.0060 0.0080

0.0020

0.0090

LLLG 50 0.0195

0.0270

0.0285

0.0210

0.0015

0.0060 0.0075

0.0015

0.0090

Table 17 - Operating times differences

The overall difference is between conventional and process bus solutions (incorporating IEC61850 merging units
and analog outputs) as shown in Table 17 - Operating times differences.
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RTDS

RTDS
Conventional

Currents & Voltages

Output Relays

Protection P444 E2

U/I

GTAO
Current & Voltage
Amplifiers

Merging Unit

SV

VM P444

Gooses
SMTB

Vizimax

Samples

GTNET

Gooses

SV

IEC 61850 SV

SMTB

Output Relays

Output Relays

VM P444

Goose

Cost (ms) of the process bus vs

VM algo = +1 to +3
ms

Vizimax MU = 1 ms

SMTB = 6 ms

PB solution = +8 to +10 ms

conventional solution

Figure 35 - Difference between traditional and process bus solutions

2x VMs and 2x SMTB IEC61850 converters
We observe better performances with 2 SMTB IEC61850 converters with a 1 ms gain (Table 18 - 2 VM 2 SMTB
times).
The VM RTDS (Goose + Relay) which operates first has the same operating time. The VM Vizimax is 1ms better,
which is probably lost in the SMTB.
2x VMs and 1x Eth

2x VMs and 2x Eth

Fault

P442 RL

VM Vizimax VM RTDS
VM RTDS RL
P442 RL
RL
Go

SLG 0
SLG 50
LL 0
LL 50
LLLG 0
LLLG 50

0.0190
0.0230
0.0190
0.0200
0.0190
0.0195

0.0270
0.0320
0.0270
0.0270
0.0270
0.0270

0.0280
0.0330
0.0290
0.0280
0.0280
0.0285

0.0210
0.0260
0.0210
0.0210
0.0210
0.0210

0.0190
0.0220
0.0180
0.0210
0.0180
0.0200

Diff 1x Eth or 2x Eth

VM Vizimax VM RTDS
VM Vizimax VM RTDS
VM RTDS RL
RL
Go VM RTDS RL
RL
Go
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.0320
0.0320
0.0260
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.0000
0.0020
0.0000
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.0000
0.0015
0.0000

Table 18 - 2 VM 2 SMTB times
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Only 1x VM
The tests are done with 2 VMs and 2 SMTB IEC61850 converter, but the Vizimax is disconnected, so the 2 nd VM
does not trip.
Operating times are the same as with two VMs (Table 19 - 1 VM times).

0.0190

2x VMs and 1x Eth
VM Vizimax VM RTDS
VM RTDS RL
RL
Go
0.0270
0.0280
0.0210

0.0230

0.0320

0.0330

0.0260

0.0190

0.0270

0.0290

0.0210

0.0200

0.0270

0.0280

0.0190

0.0270

0.0280

0.0195

0.0270

0.0285

P442 RL

SLG 0
SLG 50
LL 0
LL 50
LLLG 0
LLLG 50

0.0190

1x VM
VM Vizimax VM RTDS
VM RTDS RL
RL
Go
0.0270
0.0000
0.0210

Diff 1x VM or 2x VMs
VM RTDS
VM RTDS RL
Go
0.0000
0.0000

0.0230

0.0320

0.0000

0.0260

0.0000

0.0000

0.0180

0.0270

0.0000

0.0210

0.0000

0.0000

0.0210

0.0195

0.0270

0.0000

0.0210

0.0000

0.0000

0.0210

0.0190

0.0270

0.0000

0.0210

0.0000

0.0000

0.0210

0.0200

0.0270

0.0000

0.0210

0.0000

0.0000

P442 RL

Table 19 - 1 VM times

Result: Test is passed.
The overall operating times are under the 40ms and SDEC VM takes only 1 or 3 ms more than the P444 IED. The
main difference is related to the IEC61850 process bus architecture (with is mandatory in digital substations).
A second SMTB card gains 1ms. The operation with only 1 VM shows no degradation of the operating time, with
is good.

1x VM + 1x C9
There is only one P444 VM instantiate in the server. A second virtualized protection in a C9 computer. Both
virtualized protections are using the SV from the RTDS.
The SMTB DO are independent for each VM, there is one IEC61850 converter per virtualized protection.
The operating times of the MV ad the C9 are exactly the same, the impact of the hypervisor is negligible (Table
20 - C9 VM times)

Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median
Min
Max
Median

SLG 0

SLG 50

LL 0

LL 50

LLLG 0

LLLG 50

P442 RL C9 RTDS RL
VM RTDS
VM RTDS Go
0.018
0.026
0.026
0.02
0.02
0.028
0.028
0.021
0.0190
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.022
0.032
0.031
0.025
0.024
0.033
0.033
0.025
0.0230
0.0320
0.0320
0.0250
0.018
0.027
0.027
0.021
0.019
0.027
0.027
0.021
0.0190
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
0.018
0.026
0.028
0.021
0.022
0.028
0.029
0.021
0.0200
0.0270
0.0280
0.0210
0.018
0.026
0.028
0.021
0.02
0.028
0.029
0.021
0.0190
0.0270
0.0280
0.0210
0.019
0.026
0.027
0.021
0.023
0.033
0.032
0.026
0.0200
0.0270
0.0270
0.0210
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0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000
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Other functions tests results
The acceptance test listed in 5.3.3 were performed to validate the other functions described in D9.4.
Function

5.3.3 reference

Result

Earth Wattmetric Protection

WA45/FAT/4.061 & 4.062

Passed

Autorecloser in Service

WA45/FAT/4.06

Passed

3-Pole Low Autoreclose

WA45/FAT/4.07

Passed

Circuit Breaker Failure

WA45/FAT/4.08

Passed

Busbar Voltage Switching

WA45/FAT/4.09

Passed

Circuit Breaker Monitoring

WA45/FAT/4.08

Passed

Closing Order Criteria

WA45/FAT/4.10

Passed

Measuring Circuit Fault

WA45/FAT/1.01&1.02

Passed

Main Distance Protection Relay

WA45/FAT/4.11 + 5.4.1

Passed

Backup Distance Protection Relay

WA45/FAT/4.11

Passed

Bay Coupling

WA45/FAT/4.12

Passed

Voltage & Current Measurement

WA45/FAT/4.011&4.012&4.013

Passed

Disturbance Recorder

WA45/FAT/4.13

Passed

Busbar Undervoltage

WA45/FAT/4.14

Passed

Distance Protection for Coupling

WA45/FAT/4.11

Passed

Pole Discrepancy

WA45/FAT/4.56

Passed

Overcurrent (3I Ph + N) + Earth fault current
for transformer casing

WA45/FAT/4.161&4.162

Passed

Auxiliary Services

WA45/FAT/3.01

Passed

System

WA45/FAT/2.01-2.15&3.0.1-3.07

Passed

Common Bay

WA45/FAT/Armoire 1.0-1.5

Passed

Backup Transformer Protection Relay (VHV
side) – PX1

WA45/FAT/4.11 + 5.4.1

Passed

Backup Transformer Protection Relay (HV
side 63kV) – PX2

WA45/FAT/4.11

Passed

WA45/FAT/4.061 & 4.062

End of document
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